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DUBAI: Cricket fans have slammed
icon Mahendra Singh Dhoni for appar-
ently bullying umpire Paul Reiffel into
changing a wide call during an Indian
Premier League game. The incident
occurred Tuesday when Dhoni-led
Chennai Super Kings paceman Shardul
Thakur bowled outside the off stump of
Sunrisers Hyderabad batsman Rashid
Khan. Umpire Reiffel, who played 35
Tests for Australia before retiring,
appeared to start the signal for a wide
- both arms outstretched at shoulder
height - when Dhoni began protesting.
Reiffel then seemed to change his mind
midway through the signal and the ball
went down as legitimate in the crucial
penultimate over of Hyderabad’s
unsuccessful chase of 168.

Commentator Ian Bishop, a former
West Indian international, said on
ESPNcricinfo that Reiffel had erred. “He
started calling it a wide, he looked up,
saw Dhoni and he changed his mind,”
Bishop said. “I am someone who is
sympathetic to the umpires because it
is a difficult job, but tonight I will say
that Reiffel made a mistake.” Hyderabad
captain David Warner also seemed visi-
bly unhappy from the dugout of the
Dubai stadium in the United Arab

Emirates. The match saw Chennai
bounce back from two losses to win by
20 runs and draw level with Hyderabad
on six points in the eight-team table.

But Dhoni’s action did not go down
well on social media. “Such a mockery
of game, pathetic! Dhoni keeps bullying
umpires and gets away with it. I have
just lost count of it,” one cricket fan
wrote on Twitter. Others criticized
Reiffel for apparently succumbing to
pressure from Dhoni. “Weak umpiring!
Sad to see an Elite umpire bogging
down by the stature of a cricketer,”
said another Twitter user. Last year
Dhoni was fined 50 percent of his
match fee after he stormed onto the
field during a tense IPL game to con-
test an umpiring call. The cricket laws
state: “An umpire may alter any deci-
sion provided that such alteration is
made promptly.”

Dhoni hails Curran 
In another development, skipper

Mahendra Singh Dhoni Tuesday hailed
Sam Curran as a “complete cricketer”
for Chennai Super Kings after the
England all-rounder played a key part
in the team’s much-needed IPL win.
The 22-year-old Curran hit 31 after

opening the batting and then returned
figures of 1-18 from his three overs of
left-arm pace bowling as Chennai
bounced back from two losses to beat
Sunrisers Hyderabad by 20 runs in
Dubai. Curran, a left-hand batsman
who was brought by Chennai for
$742,000, gave the team a brisk start
in his 21-ball knock before Shane
Watson, who scored 42 coming one
down, and Ambati Rayudu (41) guided
the team to 167 for six.

Curran then shared the new ball
with Deepak Chahar to breakthrough
with the big wicket of skipper David
Warner, caught and bowled for nine, as
Hyderabad managed just 147-8.
“Curran is a complete cricketer for us
and you need that seaming allrounder.
He strikes the ball nicely, he can bat up
the order, he plays spinners well,”
Dhoni said of his team’s youngest
member. “He can give us those 15-45
runs if you need momentum. I feel as
the tournament progresses, he’ll get
even more comfortable with death
bowling. That’s one of the reasons we
kept him away at the death.”

Dwayne Bravo bowled the final over
of the match and returned figures of 2-
25 as Chennai moved level with

Hyderabad on six points from eight
games in a tough first half of the
Twenty20 tournament in the United
Arab Emirates. Curran, younger brother
of Tom Curran who plays for Rajasthan
Royals, has proved his worth for three-
time IPL winners Chennai while batting
in the top, middle and lower order. “In
terms of his contribution so far it has
exceeded, I think, what we wanted.
Probably not in his eyes because he is
very competitive,” Chennai coach
Stephen Fleming told reporters in the
post-match virtual chat.

“Every time he has had the challenge
he has risen to it. He has been desperate
to make a difference and I think we saw
a glimpse today of what he can do for
us in the future.” Ravindra Jadeja also
contributed with an unbeaten 25 off 10
balls and returned to take the key wick-
et of England’s Jonny Bairstow, bowled
for 23, with his left-arm spin. “This was
one game as close to perfect as possi-
ble. One or two overs we could have
been slightly better, but it was a very
good game,” said Dhoni. New Zealand’s
Kane Williamson struck 57 off 39 deliv-
eries but his first half-century of the
season went in vain as Hyderabad kept
losing wickets. —Agencies 

Dhoni slammed for ‘bullying’ 
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Professional sprint canoer Marko Dragosavljevic is seen in Belgrade, Serbia. —Photo taken from www.redbullcontentpool.com

Dhoni hails Curran as a ‘complete cricketer’ after key IPL win

NZ scrap England 
friendly over virus 
WELLINGTON: New Zealand pulled out of next month’s
football friendly against England yesterday, saying “complica-
tions” caused by Covid-19 had made it too difficult to field a
team at Wembley on November 12. The withdrawal follows a
number of coronavirus cases during the current round of inter-
national fixtures, including a positive test by Portugal and
Juventus superstar Cristiano Ronaldo. “The shifting nature of
travel restrictions and commercial flight availability under
Covid means that we do not have certainty we could assemble
a squad at Wembley,” New Zealand Football CEO Andrew
Pragnell said in a statement. He said a “significant number” of
players would face quarantine or other restrictions when they
returned home, adding that could “potentially jeopardize their
professional careers”. All Whites coach Danny Hay said he was
“gutted” to have to withdraw from such a high-profile fixture.

“Looking at the restrictions currently in place, as well as
the rising number of Covid-19 cases across Europe, it just isn’t
possible to put a competitive squad together,” he said.
Coronavirus problems have weighed heavily on the ongoing
round of international games, with several teams facing diffi-
culties and disruption. England manager Gareth Southgate,
whose team play Denmark yesterday and are also due to face
Belgium and Iceland next month, earlier defended the deci-
sion to play the games during the pandemic.

“The reality of the world at the moment is we don’t know
what the rules will be. In this day and age you have to live
form week to week,” said Southgate.  “There is no reason
international football should be a higher risk.” Ronaldo’s posi-
tive test reopens controversy over his departure from Turin,
where health authorities said it was a breach of virus proto-
cols as two Juventus staff members had tested positive. The
35-year-old five-time Ballon d’Or winner is asymptomatic but
has withdrawn from Portugal’s Nations League game against
Sweden yesterday. He played in Sunday’s 0-0 draw against
France in Paris. —AFP

Tannehill’s Titans cool 
off red-hot Bills to win 
battle of unbeaten teams
LOS ANGELES: Ryan Tannehill threw for three touch-
downs as the Tennessee Titans won the battle of unbeat-
en teams with a 42-16 victory over Buffalo in a rare
Tuesday NFL contest that was rescheduled because of
the coronavirus pandemic. The short-handed Titans have
four consecutive wins to start the season led by their stel-
lar offense, and their 122 points over that span is the most
in franchise history. The game, between two of the top
teams in the AFC, was originally slated to be played on
Sunday but remained in jeopardy after two dozen people
in the Tennessee organization tested positive for Covid-
19 during the last 20 days. It was the Titans’ first game in
16 days after their Covid-19 outbreak postponed their
week four home game against Pittsburgh.

Tannehill completed 21 of 28 passes for 195 yards, and
wideout AJ Brown returned from an injury to reel in seven
catches for 82 yards and a touchdown in just the third
Tuesday game in NFL history. Running back Derrick
Henry rushed for 57 yards and two touchdowns. The
Titans currently have seven players on the Covid-19 list,
including defensive tackle Jeffery Simmons, receivers
Corey Davis and Adam Humphries, cornerback Kristian
Fulton, linebacker Kamalei Correa, tight end MyCole

Pruitt, and fullback Khari Blasingame. Brown hadn’t played
since week one when he suffered a bone bruise on his
knee. Brown made five catches for 39 yards in the Titans’
season opener. The Bills, who suffered their first defeat
after getting off to a 4-0 start for the first time since 2008,
were unable to take advantage of the Titans’ depleted ros-
ter in front of a sparse crowd of 8,400 at Nissan Stadium
in Nashville. Organizers restricted the number of specta-
tors in the stadium because of the novel coronavirus pan-
demic which has so far killed over 219,000 Americans.

Third year quarterback Josh Allen completed 26-of-

41 passes for 263 yards and two touchdowns and he
also had a pair of interceptions. But the Bills had injury
problems of their own and were missing star linebacker
Matt Milano, who is out with a pectoral injury. Buffalo
didn’t do themselves any favors by committing 10 penal-
ties for 56 yards. Henry put the Titans ahead to stay, 14-
7, with a one-yard score just 66 seconds into the sec-
ond quarter.  Tyler Bass’ 43-yard field goal pulled the
Bills to within 14-10, but Tannehill engineered another
scoring drive in the final 2:55 of the second as the Titans
led 21-10 at halftime.  —AFP

News in brief

Barca, Real first Clasico 

MADRID: The first Spanish Clasico of the season between
Barcelona and Real Madrid will be played on Saturday 24
October, La Liga said on Tuesday. The match was originally
penciled in for the following day, when the majority of
games in the seventh round of th Liga season will be played.
It will be behind closed doors at the Camp Nou. The two
giants of the Spanish championship begin their Champions
League campaigns a few days earlier. Barca host
Ferencvaros of Hungary on Tuesday October 20, while Real
Madrid are at home to Shakhtar Donetsk of Ukraine the fol-
lowing day. Real Madrid lead the La Liga standings after
five games, three points ahead of fifth-placed Barcelona.
Real beat Barcelona 2-0 at the Bernabeu in the last meeting
between the clubs at the start of January to overtake the
Catalan club at the top of La Liga. —AFP 

Partey’s Arsenal ambition 

LONDON: New Arsenal signing Thomas Partey has
revealed seeing the club hold on to captain Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang proved to him that they are serious about
matching his ambitions. Partey was a long-term target for
Arsenal, who finally landed the Ghana international from
Atletico Madrid on transfer deadline day as they paid his
release clause, reported to be £45 million ($58 million).
Arsenal also added Brazil international Willian on a free
transfer from Chelsea and signed defender Gabriel
Magalhaes from Lille in the transfer window. But tying
Aubameyang down to a new three-year deal was seen as the
best piece of business by the club, especially given the lack
of Champions League football since the 31-year-old arrived
from Borussia Dortmund in 2018. Aubameyang was linked
with a number of Europe’s top clubs before agreeing to fresh
terms as he aims to become a “legend” at Arsenal. —AFP 

Alonso returns to Formula One 

PARIS: Fernando Alonso drove a Formula 1 car for the first
time in nearly a year and a half on Tuesday in Barcelona.
The double F1 champion was at the wheel of a Renault, the
team he won his two titles with and who he will drive for
next season. He drove the Renault being used this season
by the man he replaces, Australian Daniel Ricciardo, who
ended the team’s nine-year podium drought on Sunday
when he was third in the Eifel Grand Prix, and Frenchman
Esteban Ocon. The Spaniard, who won his titles in 2005
and 2006 with Renault, was limited to 100km under the
testing rules in a session officially being used to make a
promotional film. “It was really very special for me to get
back into an F1 car”, he said in a Instagram live broadcast.
“It was a good opportunity for me to feel the car,” he said.
“Getting back to the speed of an F1 car is not easy, but I
felt that I was improving lap after lap.” —AFP 

Falcao rescues point for Colombia 

SANTIAGO: Colombia’s Radamel Falcao came off the
bench to score a last-gasp equalizer in a 2-2 draw with
Chile in their World Cup qualifier in Santiago on Tuesday.
Jefferson Lerma put Colombia ahead after seven minutes
when he took advantage of poor marking to steal in at the
far post and head home a deep cross from the right. A
penalty from Arturo Vidal after 38 minutes and an oppor-
tunist goal from Alexis Sanchez three minutes before half-
time then put Chile in the driving seat. But Falcao was on
hand in a packed penalty box to clip a shot from Johan
Mojica into the net and give Colombia a deserved share of
the points. Chile, who conceded a late goal against Uruguay
to lose their opener 2-1, are on one point alongside Peru in
the 10-team South American group, ahead of only
Venezuela and Bolivia. —Reuters

NASHVILLE: Cole Beasley #11 of the Buffalo Bills runs
with the ball while being tackled by Jayon Brown #55
of the Tennessee Titans in the fourth quarter at Nissan
Stadium on October 13, 2020 in Nashville.  

NASHVILLE: Derrick Henry #22 of the Tennessee Titans
runs with the ball in the third quarter against the
Buffalo Bills at Nissan Stadium on October 13, 2020 in
Nashville, Tennessee. —AFP photos

ESports fights cheating 
bugs, bots and hacks
PARIS: The rapid growth of eSports has increased the
financial gains at stake and created a pressing need to
fight the cheats and maintain the booming sector’s
integrity. In September a scandal broke out over a
tournament for Counter Strike, the highly popular 20-
year-old game in which teams role-play a group of ter-
rorists or counter-terrorists in hostage-taking or
bombing missions. In a game of strategy, speed and 3D
immersion, teamwork is essential as contestants
engage in breathtaking two-minute missions.

After the scandal emerged, 37 team coaches were

sanctioned by the ESports Integrity Commission
(ESIC) after being found to have exploited a bug in the
game to spy on rival teams’ strategy. The professional,
semi-professional and amateur coaches were barred
for periods ranging from a few months to several years.
The suspensions sent a shockwave through the gaming
community and a number of teams including German
outfit Mousesports, who parted company with coach
Allan “Rejin” Petersen over the cheating. He has been
banned for 20 months. “My deepest apologies go to
the opponent affected by my mistake. My weak deci-
sion may have altered your career, and it is something I
can never take back, and I regret the utmost,” a con-
trite Petersen tweeted.

This case, which concerns competitions dating back
to 2016, is neither the first nor the last to rock eSports,
a sector that has been transformed in the space of a

few years from a niche hobby to a major industry.
Players are increasingly excluded from competitions,
suspended, or even banned for life, for having given in
to the temptation of an easy victory. “The reason why
there is cheating in eSports is because there are high
stakes,” Desire Koussawo, the director of the French
arm of ESL, one of the world’s biggest eSports event
organizers said.

“When you realise that today you can earn millions
of dollars by winning a competition, the teams and the
players may be more tempted to use roundabout ways
of winning.” Before last year’s World Cup for Fortnite,
1,200 players had their accounts suspended for cheat-
ing. “There is little empirical data or statistics regard-
ing cheating. However, for a number of years there
have been accounts from players complaining about
it,” eSports sociologist Nicolas Besombes said. —AFP


